The availability of baodwidth resources fluctuates much more severely in mobile communication networks compared to wired networks. There is growing interest in developing adaptive multimedia services in mobile communication networks, where it is possible to increase or decrease the bandwidth of individual ongoing flows.
Introduction
In recent years, the scarcity and large fluctuations of link bandwidth in wireless networks have motivated the development of adaptive multimedia services where the bandwidth of a connection can be dynamically adjusted to adapt to the highly variable communication environment. Adaptive multimedia services, such as the International Organization for Standardization's (ISO's) Motion picture Experts Group (MF'EGpl [I] and the International Telecommunication Union's (ITU's) It263 121, are expected to be used extensively in M n r e mobile communication networks, e.g., cellular wireless netwnrks snppoaing the third generation (3G) universal mobile telecommunications service (UMTS), which can provide flexible radio resource management fundionS. The bandwidth of a call in these networks can. be configured dynamidy during the call session 131.
Since radio bandwidth is one of the most precious resonrces in wireless systems, a bandwidth adaptation (BA) algorithm is required in conjunction with the call admission control (CAC) algorithm in a framework for supporting adaptive multimedia services. BA In this paper, we formulate the CAC and BA for adaptwe multimedia as a Markov decision process (MDP) 191 to find the optimal algorithms that maximize network revenue. The rapid gowth in the number of states and the difficulty in e stimating the state transition probabilities in practical systems make it very dif6cult, if not impossible, to use classical methods, such as value iterati+ or policy iteration [9] , to compute the optimal policy. lzlis motivates us to pursue alternative solutions to solve this problem. This paper proposes a scheme using a form of real-time reinforcement learning lmown as @learning [IO] to solve the MDP. The proposed scheme does not require a priori knowledge of the state transition probabilities associated with the mobile communication network. Therefore, the assumptions behind the underlying system model can be made more realistic than those in previous schemes. Moreover, the proposed scheme can ose stochastic approximation to eliminate the need to compute state transition probabilities and to execute complex optimization algorithms. In addition, although quality of senice (QoS) constraints, such as bandoff dropping probability, are not considered in this paper, it is not difficult to formulate them in the proposed scheme. We will present such a study in a subsequent paper [Ill.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the reinforcement learning algorithm. Section 3 gives the CAC and BA formulation as well as OUI new approach to solve this problem. Section 4 presents and discusses the simulation results to demonstrate the effectiveness of ow approach. Finally, we conclude this study in Section 5 . where 0 I y < 1 is a discount factor and E denotes the ..., N, and N, is the highest bandwidth level that can be used by class i call.
The fluctuations in resource availability in mobile communication systems are much more severe compared to those in wired networks. Therefore, the ability of adapting to the communication environment is very important in future mobile communication systems. For example, in UMTS system, a radio bearer established for a call can be dynamically reconfigured during the call session [3] . By reconfiguring the radio bearer, the bandwidth of a call can be changed dynamically during a call session.
CAC and BA in Adaptive Multimedia Framework
In the adaptive multimedia framework, a bandwidth adaptation (BA) algorithm is required in conjunction with the call admission control (CAC) algorithm. 
@Learning Formulation to Solve QoS Provisioning Problems
In solving CAC and BA problems, the mobile commmication system can be considered as a discrete-time event system. These events are modeled as stochastic variables with appropriate probability distributions. We assume that call arrivals including new call arrival events and handoff events follow Poisson distributions. Call holding time is assumed to be exponentially distributed. In order to utilize the @learning algorithm, we need to identify the system states, actions, and rewards.
states: An event e can occw in a cell c, where e is either a new call arrival, a handoff call arrival, a call termination, or a call handoff to a neighboring cell. At this time, cell c is in a particular configuration x defined by the number of each type of ongoing calls in the cell. We assume that each cell has a fixed channel capacity C.
The state space is defined as:
Actions: when an event occurs, the agent must choose an action according to the state. An action can be denoted as: , ad, a") To guarantee the convqence of the @leaning algorithm, each action should be executed in each state an infinite number of times. Therefore, with a small probability p,. upon the i-th decision-making epoch, a decision other than the highest Qvalne is taken. This is called explorozon [12] .
The process of the @learoing-based CAC and BA is shown in Fig. 1 value with probability 1-p,. In TBA98, the average bandwidth of currently active flows is used to determine the calls which bandwidth should be increased or decreased in the BA operation. Fig. 2 show the rewards of different schemes. We can see tbat the reinforcement-leaningbased scheme yields more reward than the TBA98 or GC schemes. The traditional GC scheme does not use bandwidth adaptation and a call will be rejected if no f i e bandwidth is available. TBA98 bas bandwidth adaptation function and therefore can gain more reward than GC. However, TBA98 does not wnsider the problem of maximizing the reward. T h l is why it receives less reward than the proposed scheme. Fig. 3 plots the h d o f f dmpping probability vs. new call arrival rate. We can see that both the reinforcement-learning-basd scheme and TBA98 have smaller handoff dropping probability than GC due to the bandwidth adaptation capability in TBA98
and the proposed scheme. However, the handoff droppiing prohability of a l l these schemes cannot be kept below some targoget value when the offered tratFc load is high, which is undesirable lium users' point of view. We will present a subsequent study in wbich handoff dropping probability and average allocated bandwidth are fmulated as QoS wnsmints in paper [ll].
Conclusion
The scarcity and large fluctuations of link bandwidth in -less networks have motivated the development of adaptive multimedia in mobile wmmunication systems. In this paper, we have formulated the call admission wntrol and bandwidth adaptation in mobile multimedia networks as a Markov decision problem. We have proposed an effective method using reinforcement learning to solve this problem. More realistic assumptions can be applied to the underlying system model for the proposed approach than in previous schemes. W e performance of the proposed scheme bas been demonstrated by simulations.
